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Tourism Background
Based on the Goa State Tourism Survey
(2006), the Taluka of Canacona receives:
• 28,042 (1.48% of Goa) Domestic Visitors
• 9,152 (2.63% of Goa) Foreign Visitors
• 2,012 (7.17% of Goa) Day Visitors
• 39,206 (1.6% of Goa) Total Visitors to Goa
This shows that while the number of visitors
per capita is high, the actual percentage visiting the Taluka as compared to other parts of
Goa is very small. Canacona’s largest percentages are Day Visitors and Foreign Visitors. The graph below shows how seasonal
visitation to Canacona is, peaking in November, December and January, and dropping
substantially on either side of those months.

The table to the right shows that while a little
more than 87% of domestic visitors to Canacona stay in Accommodation Units such
as hotels and guesthouses, it also has the
largest percentage in the entire state (almost
13%) for visitors to stay with friends and relatives. The table below shows that domestic
visitors who do stay in Accommodation Units
overwhelmingly (approximately 72%) stay
in Un-starred Hotels and Guesthouses. But
when comparing this with other Talukas in
Goa, this percentage is similarly represented,
with most domestic visitors staying in Unstarred Hotels and Guesthouses. This could
demonstrate preponderance for domestic
visitors to choose these lower quality or
small-scale accommodations or that there is a
dearth of Starred Hotels.
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Tourism Background
The graph to the right shows the number of
both domestic and foreign visitors to Goa
since 1991. There has been steady growth
until around 2000 – 2001, when the number
of domestic visitors grew rapidly. Over the
same time-period, foreign visitors have grown
only slightly, with both domestic and foreign
numbers nearly reaching a plateau. This
graph very closely mimics Butler’s Life Cycle
Analysis Graph.

While the number of domestic visitors overshadows the number of foreign visitors, the
graph to the right shows that foreign visitors
stay much longer. This could suggest that
foreign visitors end up spending more money
on accommodations and board.
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Tourism Background

The table to the right shows the breakdown
of the percentage of expenditure for domestic and foreign visitors to Goa. This shows
that domestic visitors tend to spend more
on Durable Goods, Clothing and Garments,
and Foot Wear, with slightly higher spending
on Transport Services and Rentals, Tobacco
Products, and Toiletries. Foreign visitors
spend slightly more on all other products and
services with the largest difference in Alcohol,
Gems and Jewelers, Processed Food, and
Health and Medicine. Both domestic and foreign visitors spend approximately half of their
budget on Accommodations and Food.
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Tourism Background
Based on the graphs to the right, Canacona
received the largest amount of Poor perceptions of the Goa’s local transportation system
and some of the fewest Excellent and Good
perceptions of accommodation units. Other
information not shown in these graphs was
Canacona receiving the largest amount of
visitors ranking Poor satisfaction with food
quality, attraction quality, entertainment quality, and shopping facilities in Goa. This may
not always be a negative trait, as these poor
perceptions could keep the number of visitors
lower and with this, the amount of negative
impacts with mass tourism.

Existing Regional Attractions
Quepem Taluka
• Shantadurga Temple
• Betul Beach
• Canaguinim Beach
Canacona Taluka
• Cabo De Rama Fort
• Agonda Beach
• Palolem Beach
• Butterfly Beach
• Goandongri Mallikarjun Temple
• Partagal Math
• Cotigao Wildlife Sanctuary
Sanguem Taluka
• Tambdi Surla Temple
• Bhagvan Mahavir Wildlife sanctuary
• Dudhsagar Waterfalls
• Masque at Sanguem
• Rivona Fort
• Netravali Lake
• Mamai Devi Temple
• Damodar Temple
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